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We define the notion of quasi self-similar measures and show that for such
measures their generalised Hausdorff and packing measures are positive and finite
at the critical exponent. In practice this allows easy calculation of their dimension
functions. We then show that a coarse form of the multifractal formalism automati-
cally holds for quasi self-similar measures. Examples of quasi self-similar measures
include many of the standard constructions of multifractal measures satisfying a
strong separation condition, in particular, self-similar measures. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
w x w xIn the papers of McLaughlin 8 and Falconer 4 a method was de-
scribed by which one may often easily determine whether the Hausdorff,
packing, and box dimension of a set coincide. It gives sufficient conditions
to ensure that, at the critical exponent, the set has positive and finite
 .Hausdorff measure: this is often sufficient information to allow simple
calculation of the dimension. Such results were termed ``implicit'' by
w xFalconer 4 as the conditions the set had to satisfy did not require explicit
calculation of the dimension. In this paper we use the multifractal formal-
w xism developed by Olsen in 9, 10 to develop this approach further so that
it may be applied to a wide class of measures defined on compact metric
spaces which includes many of the measures already studied in the
w xmultifractal literature 1, 2, 10 . We also show in Section 3 that measures
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in this class automatically satisfy a coarse form of the multifractal formal-
w xism described by Halsey et al. 6 .
The methods we describe here only apply to constructions which satisfy
a strong separation condition; however, in our discussion at the end of this
paper we indicate how these methods may be extended to cover measures
satisfying an open set condition.
We start by defining the measures we shall be using in this paper}these
w xmeasures were introduced by Olsen 9, 10 as a natural class of measures
for the multifractal analysis of an arbitrary measure in a general metric
 .space. For X, d a compact metric space we say that a collection of balls
  . 4B x , r : i g N contained in X is a centred d-co¨er of a set E ; X ifi i
 .x g E, 0 - r - d for all i and E ; D B x , r . Similarly we say thati i i i i
  .4B x , r is a centred d-packing of E if x g E, 0 - r - d for all i andi i ig N i i
 .  .B x , r l B x , r s B whenever i / j.i i j j
 .For X, d a compact metric space and m a finite Borel measure defined
q, t  w x.on X the generalised Hausdorff measures, H see 9, 10 are defined bym
the following steps: for fixed q, t g R and E ; X,
q tq , tH E s inf mB x , r 2 r : B x , r 4 .  .  .  .m , d i i i i i
is a centred d-cover of E , E / B5
H q , t B s 0, .m , d
H q , t E s sup H q , t E , .  .m , 0 m , d
d)0
and
H q , t E s sup H q , t F . .  .m m , 0
F;E
Similarly we define generalised packing measures, P q, t, bym
q tq , tP E s sup mB x , r 2 r : B x , r 4 .  .  .  .m , d i i i i i
is a finite centred d-packing of E , E / B5
P q , t B s 0, .m , d
P q , t E s inf P q , t E , .  .m , 0 m , d
d)0
and
P q , t E s inf P q , t E . .  .m m , 0 i
E;D Ei i i
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Associated with these measures we define dimension functions
dimq E s sup t : H q , t E s ` , .  . 4m m
q q , tdim E s sup t : H E s ` , .  . 4m , 0m
Dimq E s sup t : P q , t E s ` , .  . 4m m
and
q q , tDim E s sup t : P E s ` . .  . 4m m , 0
 . q  .  . q  .Finally we let b q s dim Spt m and B q s Dim Spt m . Observem m m m
 .  .that b 0 s dim Spt m , the usual Hausdorff dimension of Spt m andm
 .  .B 0 s Dim Spt m , the packing dimension of Spt m.m
We summarise some of the properties of these functions in the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that m is a measure on X for which the global
doubling condition holds: that is, there is C ) 0 such that for all x g X and
r ) 0
mB x , 2 r F CmB x , r . .  .
Then the following hold:
 . q, t .1 For all q, t g R, there is c G 1 such that for all E ; X, H Eq, t m , 0
q, t . q, t . q  . q  .F H E F c H E and thus dim E s dim E .m q, t m , 0 m m
 . q, t q, t2 Both H and P are measures for which Borel sets are measur-m m
able.
 . q, t q, t3 For all q, t g R, H F P .m m
qqq q .  .  .  .  .4 For a set E ; X, dim E s dim E F Dim E F Dim E .m mm m
qqq q .  .  .  .  .5 When q s 1, dim E s dim E s Dim E s Dim E s 0.m mm m
 .  .6 B q is a con¨ex function of q.m
 .7 For E ; X,
log T q E .q m , d
Dim E ' lim sup .m ylog ddª0
log N q E .m , d
' lim sup ,
ylog ddª0
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where
qqT E s inf mB x , d : B x , d is a finite centred co¨er of E 4 .  .  . 5m , d i i
and
qqN E s sup mB x , d : B x , d is a centred packing of E . 4 .  .  . 5m , d i i
q  .In particular, when q s 0, Dim E denotes the usual box dimension of them
set E.
 . w xProof. Proofs of all claims other than 1 may be found in Olsen 10 .
 .The validity of 1 is easily checked.
Olsen introduced these measures in order to provide a theoretical
framework for the calculation of multifractal spectra of arbitrary mea-
sures. In the next proposition we shall summarise this link but first we
require some notation. For a point x g X define the lower and upper local
dimension of m at x by
log mB x , r log mB x , r .  .
a x s lim inf and a x s lim sup , .  .m mlog r log rrª0 rª0
respectively, and for a g R set
X s x g X : a x G a , X a s x g X : a x F a , .  . 4  4a m m
aX s x g X : a x F a , X s x g X : a x G a . .  . 4  4m a m
Finally, set
aX a s X l X , . a
the set of points for which m has local dimension a .
w xThe heuristic arguments developed by physicists 6 suggest that there
 .should be a connection between the dimension of a set X a and the
Legendre transform of the appropriate ``b'' function,
dim X a s b* a , Dim X a s B* a , .  .  .  . .  .
 .   . 4where f * a s inf a q q f q : q g R . The theory Olsen developed en-
able these heuristic arguments to be put on a firm foundation. We shall
only need one special, elementary, case of his results as detailed in the
following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let
b q b q .  .
a s sup y and a s inf y 1 .min maxq qq-0q)0
 .  .and suppose that b q s B q for all q. Then we ha¨e
F b* a , a g a , a .  .min maxaqelim Dim X l X s 2 . .aye  w xs 0, a f a , aeª0 min max
and
F b* a , a g a , a .  .min maxaqelim dim X l X s 3 . .aye  w xs 0, a f a , a .eª0 min max
w xProof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.17 in Olsen 10 .
 .Suppose that X, d is a compact metric space and that m is a Borel
probability measure supported on X. We say that m is quasi self-similar
 .from below on the space X with constants R and m if there are 0 - R - 1
 .and m ) 2 such that when 0 - r - R and x g X, there is a f : B x, r ª X
 .  .  .satisfying that for all 0 - s F r and all z g B x, r with B z , s ; B x, r ,
B fz , my1srr ; fB z , s ; B fz , msrr , 4 .  .  . .
 .and if A ; B x, r is Borel then
m A m A .  .y1m F mf A F m . 5 .  .
mB x , r mB x , r .  .
Intuitively, we are requiring the existence of a map from small parts of the
space X into itself which only distorts distances and the measure m in a
bi-Lipschitz fashion.
If we know that m is quasi self-similar from below then we can deduce
that m satisfies a global doubling condition.
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that m is quasi self-similar from below on the metric
space X with constants R and m. Then there is 1 F C F ` such that for all
x g X and r ) 0
mB x , mr F CmB x , r . 6 .  .  .
 .Proof. It suffices to verify 6 for all x g X and 0 - r - Rr2, as an
easy compactness argument will then extend the result to arbitrary r.
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  y1 . 4Let t s inf mB z, m r2 : z g X and observe that as Spt m s X, t )
 .0. Fix x g X and 0 - r - R; we may find f : B x, r ª X satisfying both
 .  .  .4 and 5 . Hence, on setting A s B x, rr2 , we find that the right hand
 .inequality of 5 gives
mfB x , rr2 F mmB x , rr2 rmB x , r . .  .  .
 .  .  y1 .However, 4 implies that fB x, rr2 > B fz , m r2 for some z g
 .B x, rr2 , hence
m
y1mB x , r F mB x , rr2 F mt mB x , rr2 , .  .  .y1mB fz , m r2 .
which implies the lemma.
In an analogous manner we say that m is quasi self-similar from abo¨e on
 .the space X with constants R and m if there are constants R ) 0 and
 .m ) 0 such for all x g X and 0 - r - R there is a c : X ª B x, r
 .  .satisfying that if r F diam X then for all z g X we can find z g B x, r
such that
B z , my1r r ; c B z , r ; B z , mr r 7 .  .  . .
and if A ; X is Borel then
mc A .y1m m A F F mm A . 8 .  .  .
mB x , r .
In essence we are requiring the existence of a map from X onto small
parts of X which only distorts distances and the measure m in a bi-Lipschitz
fashion. The requirement that the image of a ball both contain and be
contained in a ball is necessary as in our definitions of generalised
 .Hausdorff and packing measures we only allow coverings or packings by
balls.
Finally we say that m is quasi self-similar if it is both quasi self-similar
from above and quasi self-similar from below on X.
Given such terminology one would expect that self-similar measures are
quasi self-similar on the metric space defined by their support with the
Euclidean metric. In fact this is only the case if the self-similar measure
satisfies a strong separation condition; that is, if K is the support of m and
 4  .  .S : i s 1 . . . n are the similitudes defining m then S K l S K s Bi i j
for i / j. In the conclusion we discuss how the results given here may be
 .modified at the cost of extra complication to include self-similar con-
structions satisfying only an open set condition.
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2. IMPLICIT THEOREMS
In this section we show that the notions of quasi self-similarity which we
have introduced are useful; they enable us to deduce information about
 .the generalised Hausdorff or packing measure of the support of a
measure at the critical dimension exponent.
Our first result shows that if m is quasi self-similar from below and we
q, s q  .know that H is sufficiently small then we can deduce that dim X - s.m, 0 m
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X, d be a compact metric space and suppose that
m is a Borel probability measure which is quasi self-similar from below on X
with constants R and m and suppose that C is the doubling condition constant
whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 1.3.
For all q, s g R if
yqq , s y2 s s q 3 4H X - m min 1, 2 min m , mC , 9 .  .  . 4m , 0
then
qdim X - s. 10 .  .m
Moreo¨er
q
Dim X - s. 11 .  .m
Proof. If
yqq , s y2 s s q 3 4H X - m min 1, 2 min m , mC .  . 4m , 0
then, as X is compact, on fixing 0 - d - Rr4m2 we can find a finite
 .collection of balls, B s B x , r , i s 1, . . . , N which are centred on X andi i i
such that X ; D B , 0 - r - d for all i andi i
N yqq s y2 s s q 3 4mB 2 r - m min 1, 2 min m , mC . .  .  . 4 i i
is1
 .Hence we may find a t - s possibly negative such that
N yqq t y2 t t q 3 4mB 2 r - m min 1, 2 min m , mC . 12 .  .  .  . 4 i i
is1
Ã Ã .  .  .For B s B x, r let B s B x, mr , in particular B s B x , mr . Observei i i
 .  .that by 4 and 5 , since for all i, r - d - Rrm, we may find mapsi
Ã  .  .f : B ª X i s 1, . . . , N such that whenever z g B x , mr and 0 - r Fi i i i
 .  .mr are chosen to ensure B z, r ; B x , mr theni i i
B f z , rr m2 r ; f B z , r ; B f z , rrr 13 .  .  . . .i i i i i
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 .and for Borel A ; B x , mri i
y1 Ãm m A F m f A m B F mm A . 14 .  .  .  . .  .i i
We now define a sequence of refining covers of X via the mappings f :i
 4let I s 1, . . . , N and set, for k ) 1,1
I s i j : i g I , j s j , . . . , j g I and .kq1 1 1 k k
fy1 ??? fy1 B l f B / B . . . 4j j j i i1 ky1 k
 .We define i j to denote concatenation of i with j in the natural way.
Observe that for all k,
X ; fy1 ??? fy1 B ; 15 . .D i i i1 ky1 k
igIk
to see this note that X ; D B and for k G 1 it is straightforward toI i1
verify that for a fixed i,
fy1fy1 ??? fy1 B > B .D i j j j i1 ky1 k
i jgIkq1
y1 y1  . y1 .provided that D f ??? f B > X and f X > B .I j j j i ik 1 ky1 k
 .Now observe that if i j s i, j , . . . , j g I then1 k kq1
Ã y1 y1f B > f ??? f B ; . .i i j j j1 ky1 k
y1 y1 Ã .since, as f ??? f B ; B there are y g X and j - 2d such thatj j j j1 ky1 k 1
fy1 ??? fy1 B ; B y , j . . .j j j1 ky1 k
 . y1 y1  .But, as i j g I , there is an x g B with f x g f ??? f B andkq1 i i j j j1 ky1 k
 .thus, by 13
Ã 2 y1 y1f B > B x , r > f B f x , 1rm > B f x , 2j > f ??? f B .  .  . .i i i i i i j j j1 ky1 k
as claimed.
 .Hence we may define inductively, for all i j s i, j , . . . , j g I , a1 k kq1
point, x g X byi j
x s fy1 x s fy1fy1 ??? fy1 x . .i j i j i j j j1 ky1 k
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Now let r s r r s r r ??? r and seti j i j 1 j j1 k
B s B s B x , m2 k r : i g I . 4 .kq1 i i i kq1
k 2 k  .kq1  .Since 2 m r - Rr4 for any i g I , 13 gives for i j g Ii kq1 kq1
f B > B 16 .i i j j
and
f B x , m2 ky1.r ; B . .i i j i j j
From Lemma 1.3 we deduce that there is 1 F C - ` such that
m fy1B F mB F C 2m fy1B . 17 . .  .i j i j i j
 .  . ky1 2ky1.  .kIn view of 15 and 16 and as, for all i g I , 2 m r - Rr4 , wek i
 .k  .deduce that B is a Rr4 -cover of X. Repeated application of 14 andk
 .  .17 gives that for i s i , . . . , i g I ,1 k k
ky11yk 3m mB ??? mB F mB F mC mB ??? mB . 18 .  .i i i i i1 k 1 k
Hence
q q .ky1q yq q 3q 4mB F max m , m C mB ??? mB . .  .  .  .i i i1 k
 yq q 3q4Thus, for all k, on setting M s max m , m C ,
tq 2ky1.mB 2m r .  . i i
 .is i , . . . , i gI1 k k
kN
q tky1. 2ky1. tF M m mB 2 r .  . i i /
is1
kN
y1 y1q t2 t 2 k t k 2 t- m M m M mB 2 r - m M . .  .  .  . i i /
is1
Hence, for all k
y1q , t 2 t
kH X - m M .  .m , R r4.
which implies that
y1q , t 2 tH X F m M - ` .  .m , 0
q  .  .and so dim X F t, verifying 10 , as required.m
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 .In order to extend this to the stronger result 11 let 0 - b s
 2 4min m r and fix 0 - e - d . Let I s D I and I si g I i ` k1
 .  . 4  .i , i , . . . : i , . . . , i g I for all k . For i s i , i , . . . curtail the se-1 2 1 k k 1 2
quence at the least value of k for which
be - m2 r ??? m2 r F e .  .i i1 k
and let S ; I be the set of finite sequences obtained in this way. For each`
i g I there is exactly one sequence in S which is an initial sequence of i.
Since X ; D B for all k, repeated substitution givesi g I ik
X ; BD i
igS
 .  .and, moreover, from 18 and repeated application of 12 we find that
tq 2 < i <y1.mB 2m r .  . i i
igS
t tq qt y1 k t k 2 2F 2 M 2 M mB ??? mB 2m r ??? 2m r .  .  .  .i i i i1 k 1 k
 .i , . . . , i gS1 k
`
t tq qt y1 k t k 2 2F 2 M 2 M mB ??? mB 2m r ??? 2m r .  .   .  .i i i i1 k 1 k
ks1 igIk
k` N
q tt y1 yt 2 tF 2 M 2 Mm mB 2 r F D - `, .  .  i i /
ks1 is1
where D is a fixed constant independent of e . Estimating from below we
find that
tq qt2 < i <y1. t y2 t 4mB 2m r G min b , 1 m 2e mB . .  .  . . i i i
igS igS
 .Hence a straightforward application of 6 enables us to deduce that
T q X e t F constant - ` .m , e
q  .  .which implies that Dim X F t and 11 follows, as required.m
The main consequence of this proposition is the following interesting
corollary.
 .COROLLARY 2.2. Let X, d be a compact metric space and suppose that
m is a Borel probability measure on X which is quasi self-similar from below
on X with constants R and m and let C be the doubling condition constant
whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 1.3.
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Then for all q,
qq q qdim X s dim X s Dim X s Dim X 19 .  .  .  .  .mm mm
and
yqq , s y2 s s q 3 4H X G m min 1, 2 min m , mC 20 .  .  . 4m , 0
q  .when s s dim X g R.m
 .  .  .Proof. Equation 19 follows immediately from 11 . Equation 20
 .  .follows directly from 9 and 10 .
We now consider the complementary situation of quasi self-similarity
q, s .from above. In the following proposition we show that if P X ism, 0
q  .sufficiently large then dim X ) s; i.e., if the generalised packing mea-m
sure is large then so is the generalised Hausdorff measure.
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X, d be a compact metric space and suppose that
m is a Borel probability measure which is quasi self-similar from abo¨e on X
with constants R and m and suppose that there is 1 F C - ` such that for all
 .x g X and r ) 0 the global doubling condition, 6 , holds.
  .4Fix q, s g R and suppose 0 - e - min R, 1r 2m ; if there is a finite,
  . 4centred e-packing of X, B s B x , r : i s 1, . . . , N such thati i i
N
< <s s qq 2mB 2 r ) 2m mC 21 .  .  .  . i i
is1
then there is t ) s such that
< <qtq , t 2P X G 2m mC . 22 .  .  .  .m , 0
If , moreo¨er, r s e for all i theni
qdim X ) s. 23 .  .m
 .Proof. Since 21 holds we may find a t ) s with
N
< <q qt t 2m B 2 r ) 2m mC . 24 .  .  .  .  . i i
is1
 .  .Since m is quasi self-similar from above we can find, using 7 and 8 ,
 .  .c : X ª B i s 1, . . . , N such that if r F diam X and z g X then therei i
 .is z g B x , r for whichi i
B z , my1r r ; c B z , r ; B z , mr r 25 .  .  . .i i i
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and for all Borel A ; X
my1m A m B F m c A F mm A m B . 26 .  .  .  .  .  .i i i
k  4  4For k g N let J s  1, . . . , N and observe that, since B is a disjointk is1 i
 .  .packing, we have that for all i s i , . . . , i / j s j , . . . , j , i, j g J1 k 1 k k
d c ( ??? (c B , c ( ??? (c B ) 0. .  . .i i i j j j1 ky1 k 1 ky1 k
 .  .On setting P s c ( ??? (c B we apply 25 k y 1 times to findi i i i1 ky1 k
 .z g B x , r for whichi i i1 1
B z , m1yk r ; P ; B z , mky1r , 27 . .  .i i i i i
where r s r ??? r .i i i1 k
 1yk .  .Moreover on defining B s B z , m r we may use 26 k y 1 timesi i i
to find that
mB F mP F mky1mB ??? mBi i i i1 k
 ky1 .and, since P ; B z , m r ,i i i
m1ykmB ??? mB F mP F mB z , mky1r . .i i i i i1 k
 .Hence, as m satisfies the doubling condition 6 , we find
C 21yk .m1ykmB ??? mB F mB F mky1mB ??? mB . 28 .i i i i i1 k 1 k
This implies that
1ykq q qq yq 2mB G max m , mC mB ??? mB . .  . 4  .  .i i i1 k
 4  4In addition, as B g P and P is a disjoint family then B : i g J formsi i i i k
a finite, centred mky1e k-packing of X. Thus
P q , t ky 1 k X .m , m e
tq 1ykG mB 2m r .  . i i
igJk
1ykqt yq 2G 2m max m , mC .  . 4 /
q q tk= mB ??? mB 2 r .  .  . i i i1 k
 .i , . . . , i gJ1 k k
kq tN mB 2 r .  .q i s1 i it yq 2G 2m max m , mC .  . 4 qt yq 2 /2m max m , mC .  . 4
qt yq 2G 2m max m , mC .  . 4
 .which implies 22 on taking the limit as k ª `.
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  . 4Now suppose that B s B x , e : i s 1, . . . , N is a finite packing of Xi i
 .  .such that 21 holds. Then on defining d s min dist B , B we find thati/ j i j
ky1y1dist P , P G d m e 29 .  . .i j
for i, j g J . We define an outer measure n on X by setting, for i sk
 .i , . . . , i g J ,1 k k
qk mB .js1 i j
n P s . .i kqN mB .js1 j
It is easy to verify that this extends to an outer measure on X assigning
measure 0 to all sets which fail to intersect P for some i g D J .i k k
We show that for all z g X and 0 - r - derm
q t
n B z , r F KmB z , r 2 r , 30 .  .  .  . .
where K is independent of z and r ; this easily implies, using a variation of
w x q, t .the usual mass distribution principle 3, Proposition 4.2 , that H X ) 0m, 0
 .from which 23 immediately follows. Fix z g X, 0 - r - derm and for
 .   . 4   . .k g N let J z, r s j g J : B z, r l P / B J z, r may be empty .k k j k
 .  . <  <Observe that if j s j , . . . , j g J z, r then j defined by j sl l1 k k
 ..  .j , . . . , j is a member of J z, r for l F k. Consequently, if there is1 l l
 .  .k g N such that J z, r s B then J z, r s B for m G k and, from thek m
 .  .definition of n , we have n B z, r s 0, which certainly implies 30 . Thus
 .we may assume that J z, r / B for all k. Choose k g N such thatk
k ky1y1 y1d m e F 2 r - d m e , 31 .  .  .
 .  .so, from 29 , there is a unique i g J such that P l B z, r / B. Onk i
 .using 27 , we find that
B z , r ; B z , mke k .  .i
 .and proceeding as in the derivation of 28 we conclude that
cy1 Cy2 kq1.mP F mB z , r F C 2 ky1mP , 32 .  .i i
 .  .  .where c s c e , d . Applying 26 k y 1 times and using 32 implies that
k k
y1 y2kq1. 1yk 2 ky1 ky1c C m m B F mB z , r F C m m B . 33 .  . .  . i il l
ls1 ls1
 2 .y< q <  3.q yq4  .  .Hence if k s mC max cC , C then from 31 and 33
k
q q< < < < qy q q k2 3 yq 2m B F mC max cC , C mC mB z , r .  .  .  . 4 . i j
js1
< < qq k2F k mC mB z , r . .  .
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 .Hence, on using 24 we deduce that
k
< <q2mC .q
n P F kmB z , r .  . qi N 0 mB .js1 i j
k
< <qt 22m mC .  . q tyt yt t 4F kd max 1, e m mB z , r 2 r .  .q tN 0 mB 2e . .js1 i j
q tyt yt t 4F kd max 1, e m mB z , r 2 r .  .
 .which implies 30 , as required.
q  .In practice, the condition in the next proposition that dim X - ` form
all q g R is unimportant: it certainly holds for X embeddable in Eu-
clidean space.
 .COROLLARY 2.4. Let X, d be a compact metric space and suppose that
m is a Borel probability measure on X which is quasi self-similar from abo¨e
on X with constants R and m and suppose that m satisfies the global doubling
 .condition 6 on X with constant C.
q  .For all q, if dim X - ` thenm
qq q qdim X s dim X s Dim X s Dim X 34 .  .  .  .  .mm mm
and
< <s qq , s 2P X F 2m mC , 35 .  .  .  .m , 0
q  .where s s dim X .m
 .  .Proof. For q s 1, 34 always holds; see Proposition 1.1 5 . For q / 1,
q  . q . . s  . s 2 . < q <  .if s s dim X and lim sup N e 2e ) 2m mC then, by 21e ª 0 mm
 . q  .  .and 23 , we deduce that dim X ) s which is absurd: thus 34 holds.m
 .  .  .  .Equation 35 follows directly from 21 , 22 , and 34 .
We summarise the results we have for quasi self-similar measures in the
following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that m is quasi self-similar on X, a compact
 .  .  .metric space and b q - ` for all q. Then for all q g R, b q s B qm m m
q  . w .s Dim Spt m and there is a continuous function c: R ª 1, ` such thatm
 .for s s b qm
y1 q , s q , sc q F H X F P X F c q . .  .  .  .m , 0 m , 0
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3. THE MULTIFRACTAL SPECTRUM OF QUASI
SELF-SIMILAR MEASURES
In this section we show how knowledge that a measure is quasi self-simi-
lar guarantees that a ``coarse'' form of the multifractal formalism holds;
i.e., we show that for ``most'' a g R
lim dim x g Spt m : a y s F a x F a x F a q s s b* a , .  .  . 4m m
so0
 .where b* ? is the Legendre transform of the generalised Hausdorff
 . q  .dimension function, b q s dim Spt m .m
The methods used in this section are now standard and closely follow
w x w xthe techniques used by Cawley and Mauldin in 1 and Falconer in 5 }the
main difference here is that we have to use an extra level of approxima-
tion.
Throughout this section we assume that m is quasi self-similar on X, a
compact metric space, with constants R and m and thus satisfies the
 .global doubling condition 6 with some constant C. Observe that Corol-
 .  .lary 2.5 together with Proposition 1.1 4 implies that b ? is a decreasing
 .convex function. We shall assume that b q - ` for all q, which is
certainly the case when X is a subset of Euclidean space. Define
b q y h y b q .  .qa q s lim and .
q hhª0
b q y b q q h .  .ya q s lim ; .
q hhª0
q y q .since b is convex, both these limits exist. Also, a G a and ya q
 y ..  .ya q is the left right, respectively derivative of b at q. As b is a
y . q .convex, decreasing function of q we deduce that a q s a q except
for at most countably many values of q.
  .2 4   .For 0 - e - min 1r 2 m , R , let B s B s B x , e : i se e , i e , i
 .4 1, . . . , N e be a maximal e-packing of X by balls of radius e we shall
Ã Ã. often suppress the explicit dependence on e . Then B s B se e , i
 .  .4B x , me : i s 1, . . . , N e is an me-cover of X and thus we deduce,e , i
w .from Corollary 2.5 that there is a continuous function c: R ª 1, `
 .independent of e with
 .N e
qy1 bq.c q F mB e F c q . 36 .  .  .  . e , i
is1
 . 2Define a function F q, s : R ª R bye
F q , s s e sybq. ; 37 .  .e
  ..obviously F q, b q s 1 for all q.e
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Our next lemma describes the behaviour of F this result is similar toe
w x.Lemma 3.1 in 5 .
LEMMA 3.1. For all q g R and all j ) 0 there is D ) 0 such that for all
0 - d - D and 0 - e - 1
F q q d , b q q yay q q j d - e 1r2.jd 38 .  .  . . .e
and
F q q d , b q q aq q q j d - e 1r2.jd . 39 .  .  . . .e
Proof. This follows immediately from definition of F together with thee
q y .  .definitions of a q and a q .
We now use our knowledge of the quasi self-similarity of the measure m
to define a sequence of refining packings X. Let c : X ª B be suche , i e , i
 .that if r F diam X and z g X then
B c z , my1re ; c B z , r ; B c z , mre 40 .  .  .  . . .e , i e , i e , i
and for all Borel A ; X
my1m A m B F m c A F mm A m B . 41 .  .  .  .  .  .e , i e , i e , i
 .   .4N  .  .Let J e s 1, . . . , N e and set J e s D J e where we define` k g N k
 .   .4k  . w x . J e s 1, . . . , N e . For j s j , . . . , j g J let j e s i gk 1 k k
 .  . 4  .  .  .J e : i , . . . , i s j , B e s c ( ??? ( c B , x e s1 k j e , j e , j e , j j1 ky 1 k
 .  . < j <y1 < j < < <c ( ??? (c x . Observe that diam B e F m e ª 0 as j ª `.e , j e , j e , j j1 ky1 k
 .Thus we can define a projection map, p : J e ª X by settinge
p i , i , . . . s lim x . . .e 1 2  i , . . . , i .1 kkª`
 . X  .  .Similarly, we define p : J e ª 2 by p j s B e .e ` e j
 .Define a probability measure n on X by setting, for i g J e ,e k
 k mB qjs1 e , i j
n B e s . . .e i kNe . q mB .is1 e , i
LEMMA 3.2. For all j ) 0 there is E ) 0 such that for any 0 - e - E we
can find 0 - g - 1 such that for all k g N,
k
qkw a q.qj x kn p i : i g J e and mB F e F g 42 .  .  .e e e , i j 5
js1
and
k
ykw a q.yj x kn p i : i g J e and mB G e F g . 43 .  .  .e e e , i j 5
js1
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w xProof. A result like this is proved in 5 . Fix j ) 0 and observe that,
 .from 39 , if 0 - d - D then
k
qkw a q.qj xn p i : i g J e and mB F e .  . e e e , i j 5
js1
k
qyd a q.qj .ds n p i : i g J e and 1 F mB e .  . e e e , i j 5
js1
k
qyd a q.qj .dF n B e mB e . . e i i j
js1 .igJ ek
qyd qk a q.qj .d mB e e . .js1 i js  kNe . q mB .  .igJ e is1 e , ik
kqs F q y d , b q q a q q j d .  . . . .e
kqydNe . bqyd . m B e .is1 e , i jd r2F e .qNe . bq. / m B e .is1 e , i
 .  .Also from 36 , provided d is sufficiently small, d - D q , say, then1
qydNe . bqyd . m B e .is1 e , i 2F c q c q y d F 2 c q . .  .  . .qNe . bq. m B e .is1 e , i
 4   .2 .yj d r2Thus, if d s min D, D then for any 0 - e - 2c q there is a1
 .2 jd r2  .  .0 - g - 1 such that 2c q e F g and hence 42 holds; 43 may be
 .verified in a similar manner using 38 .
 .COROLLARY 3.3. For all j ) 0, if 0 - e - E then for n -a.e. x if x s p ie e
then there is a K such that for all k G K,
y < <log n B e . a q y j q q b q y log c q when q ) 0, .  .  . .e i < ek G q < <a q q j q q b q y log c q when q F 0k log e  .  .  . . e
44 .
and
q < <log n B e . a q q j q q b q q log c q when q ) 0, .  .  . .e i < ek F y < <a q y j q q b q q log c q when q F 0.k log e  .  .  . . e
45 .
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 .  .Proof. First observe that 42 and 43 imply that for n -a.e. x, ife
 .i g J e is such that x s p i then there is a K such that for k G Ke
log k mBjs1 e , i jy qa q y j F F a q q j . 46 .  .  .
k log e
It is now a straightforward calculation to find that
qk Ne .q log mB y k log mB .log n B e . js1 e , i js1 e , ie i < jk s
k log e k log e
qk Ne . bq.log mB log mB e .js1 e , i js1 e , ijs q q b q y . .
k log e log e
 .  .Equations 36 and 46 now give the result.
LEMMA 3.4. For all j ) 0 and all 0 - e - E and for n -a.e. x,e
log n B x , r .e
lim inf
log rrª0
y < <a q y j q q b q y log c q when q ) 0, .  .  . . eG q < <a q q j q q b q y log c q when q F 0. .  .  . . e
In particular,
y < <a q y j q q b q y log c q when q ) 0, .  .  . . edim n G 47 .e q < <a q q j q q b q y log c q when q F 0. .  .  . . e
 .  .  . Proof. Suppose that 46 holds for x s p i , i g J e , for k G K ande
.recall that such i and K exist for almost every x . Let s s
 . Kmin dist B , B and suppose that 0 - r - se . Choose k g N suchi/ j e , i e , j
kq1 k  .  .  .that se - r F se , then B x, r intersects only one B e for j g J e ,j k
 .  .  .namely B e . Hence n B x, r F n B e and soi < i <k k
log n B elog n B x , r  . . e i <e kG
log r log r
log n B e .e i < kG kq1log se
log n B e k .e i < kG . /k log e k q 1 q log se
The lemma now follows on taking any sequence of r o 0 and recalling
 .44 .
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LEMMA 3.5. For all j ) 0 and all 0 - e - E and for n -a.e. x,e
log mB x , r .ya q y j y e F lim inf . e log rrª0
log mB x , r . qF lim sup F a q q j q e , 48 .  .elog rrª0
where
< 2 <0 F e F log mC .e e
 .  .Proof. As before, recall that for n -a.e. x, 46 holds where x s p ie e
 . Kand k G K a constant depending on x . Fix 0 - r - e and choose
k g N such that e kq1 - r F e k. Since x g B and repeated applicatione , i < k
 .   .. ky1 kof 40 implies that diam B e F m e we deduce thati < k
B x , r ; B x e , mky1e k q r ; B x e , mke k . .  .  . .  .i < i <k k
 .  .Hence repeated application of 6 together with 41 imply that
k
2 ky1 ky1mB x , r F C m mB . .  e , i j
js1
In a similar manner one may verify that
B e ; B x , mky1e k q r ; B x , mke k . .  .  .i < k
Hence
m1ykmB ??? mB F mB e F C kmB x , e k .  .e , i e , i i <1 k k
F C keylog eCmB x , r . .
Thus
k
1yk yk log CemB x , r G m C e mB . .  e , i j
js1
 .It is now straightforward to verify that 48 holds.
 .On recalling 1 , which defines a and a , it is possible to sum-min max
marise the main results of this section:
 .COROLLARY 3.6. For a g a , a ,min max
yqa q q b q if q - 0, .  .qa q.qs
ylim dim X l X G 49 . /a q.ys q qa q q b q if q G 0, .  .sª0
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y . q .where q is chosen so that a q F a F a q . In particular, for those q such
q . y .that a s a q s a q
lim dim x g X : a y s F a x F a x F a q s .  . 4s ª 0 m m
s b* a , .5lim Dim x g X : a y s F a x F a x F a q s .  . 4s ª 0 m m
50 .
 . where b* denotes the Legendre transform of b, gi¨ en by b* a s inf a q q
 . 4b q : q g R .
y . q .Proof. Let q be such that a q F a F a q . Fix s ) 0 and choose
  . 40 - j - sr2. Now choose 0 - e - min E j , q , j such that e - sr4.e
 .Then 48 implies that for n -a.e. xe
y qa q y s F a x F a x F a q q s .  .  .  .m m
 .and thus as, from 47 ,
q y < <dim n G min a q q j q , a q y j q q b q y log c q 4 .  .  .  . .  .e e
 .  .we may immediately deduce 49 . Equation 50 then follows directly from
 .  .2 of Proposition 1.2 together with 4.9 .
 .Since b ? is a convex, decreasing function of q we know it is differen-
tiable at all but at most countably many points. Thus this corollary gives us
information about the multifractal spectrum of a quasi self-similar mea-
sure for ``most'' q. In practice, it is often possible to explicitly derive b and
verify that it is differentiable everywhere.
4. EXAMPLES
Moran-Type Construction
The construction we consider here is a restricted version of the standard
Moran construction of a measure. Similar constructions have been investi-
w xgated by Pesin and Weiss 12 . It is also straightforward to see how to
w xinclude the measures considered by Cawley and Mauldin 1 , and Edgar
w xand Mauldin 2 in the framework we describe here.
We shall work in Rd. Suppose that N g N is fixed and let I sk
 4k  4N1, . . . , N , I s D I , and I s 1, . . . , N . Let s : I ª I be the left` k k
 .  .shift determined by s i , i , . . . s i , . . . . Suppose that for all n g N we1 2 2
are given a family of compact sets
 4K s K : i g I , K is compact and non-emptyn i n i
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such that
v  .for all i, 0 - diam K - 1;i
v for all i g I , K ; K ;nq1 i i < n
v < <there is d ) 0 such that if i / j g I with i s j thenn nnq1
dist K , K G d diam K 51 . .  .i j i < n
 .and dist K , K G d if i / j;i j
v there is d G 1 such that for all i g In
n n
y1d diam K F diam K F d diam K . 52 .  . .  . i i ij j
js1 js1
Let X s F` D K denote the limit set of the construction and letns1 i g I in
d denote the metric induced on it by the Euclidean metric. Henceforth
 .   . 4B x, r s y g X : d x, y F r . Suppose that m is a Borel probability
measure defined on X such that for i s 1, . . . , N, mK / 0, and there is ai
p G 1 such that for all i g In
n n
y1p mK F mK F p mK . 53 . i i ij j
js1 js1
Then one may show that m is both quasi self-similar from above and below
on X.
First observe that there is a very natural projection map p : I ª X given
  .4 `by p i s F K .ns1 i < n
LEMMA 4.1. The measure m is quasi self-similar on X for some constants
R, and m.
Proof. We first verify quasi self-similarity from below. Let
D s min 1, diam K : i s 1, . . . , N , 4 .min i
fix x g X, and 0 - r - dD . Let i g I be such that p i s x and choose nmin
 .  .  .such that d diam K F r - d diam K . Hence if z g B x, r theni < i <nq 1 n
 .  .  .z s i , . . . , i , j , j , . . . for some j s j , j , . . . g I. Define f: B x, r1 n 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .ª X by, if y g B x, r is given by y s p i , . . . , i , j , j , . . . then f y1 n 1 2
 .  < .  .  .s p j , j , . . . . Fix z s p i j g B x, r and 0 - s - r such that B z, sn1 2
 .  .  < .  < .; B x, r . If u, ¨ g B x, r are such that u s p i lu and ¨ s p i lvn n
 .where l g I , u, v g I and u / ¨ then since, from 51` 1 1
d diam K F d u , ¨ F diam K . .  .i < l i < ln n
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and
d diam K F d f u , f ¨ F diam K .  .  .  . .1 1
 .it is straightforward to deduce, using 52 , that
y1 y1y3 y1 3d d diam K F d f u , f ¨ rd u , ¨ F d d diam K . .  .  . . .  .i < i <n n
Hence
d 2dy5D ry1 F d f u , f ¨ rd u , ¨ F dy1d3ry1 . .  .  . .min
 .  y1 3 .We immediately deduce that fB z, s ; B f z, d d srr and that
 .  2 y5 .  .fB z, s > B f z, d d D srr . Thus 4 holds whenever we choosemin
 y1 3 y2 5 4  4m G max d d , d d D and 0 - R - min 1, dD . In order to verifymin min
 .5 it suffices to verify its validity for cylinder sets, that is, for A s K ;i < jn
 .  .B x, r , for some j g I . However, 5 for cylinder sets follows easily from`
 .  .53 : observe that f A s K and soj
y1 y1y3 3p mK F mf Arm A F p mK . .  .i < i <n n
 .However, M is such that B x, r > K and thus another application ofi < nq M
 .5 gives
M
y2p min mK mK F mB x , r F mK . . /i i < i <n ni
Hence
yM
y3 5p mB x , r F m Armf A F p min mK mB x , r , .  . /i
i
 . 5w xyMverifying 5 with m s p min mK . We now also deduce, from Lemmai i
 .1.3, that m satisfies a global doubling condition 6 for some constant C.
The proof that m is quasi self-similar from above is very similar and we
omit the details.
q  . q  . q  .COROLLARY 4.2. For all q g R, dim X s dim X s Dim Xm mmq q .  .  ..s Dim X and for s s dim X s b qmm
0 - H q , s X F P q , s X - `. .  .m , 0 m , 0
 .  .Moreo¨er for a g a , a if b q is differentiable at the point q whichmin max
 .minimises a q q b q then
lim dim x g X : a y s F a x F a x F a q s .  . 4s ª 0 m m
s b* a . .5lim Dim x g X : a y s F a x F a x F a q s .  . 4s ª 0 m m
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of m being quasi self-similar
on X.
 .  .In fact, with only a little work we may use 52 and 53 to deduce that
for all k
kN
sq , s q , s q q , sH X s H K 7 p diam K H X .  .  .  . m , 0 m , 0 i i i m , 0 /
igI is1k
and so, as the generalised Hausdorff measure of X is positive and finite at
 .the critical dimension, b q is given by
N
 .b qqp diam K s 1 . i i
is1
 .and thus b is differentiable in fact real analytic for all q.
Self-Conformal Measures Satisfying a Strong Separation Condition
The multifractal spectrum of self-conformal measures has been studied
w xby Patzschke 11 . Here we show that such measures which also satisfy a
strong separation condition are quasi self-similar.
 .Let M be a d-dimensional Riemann manifold with metric d ?, ? .
Suppose that U ; M is open and connected. Fix N g N and suppose we
are given maps S : U ª U, i s 1, . . . , N and 0 - p - 1 with N p s 1.i i is1 i
Additionally assume
v
1qgS : U ª U is a conformal C -diffeomorphism for some 0 - g - 1i
 .i s 1, . . . , N ,
v  .there is a compact set K ; U with K s int K such that S K ; Ki
 .  .and S K l S K s B for i / j,i j
v
X<  . <0 - S x - 1 for any x g U and i s 1, . . . , N.i
We let X denote the unique non-empty compact set in U satisfying
N  .X s D S X and let m be the unique probability measure supported byis1 i
X for which
N
y1m A s m S A ; 54 .  .  . . i
is1
w xsee 7 .
w xFollowing Patzschke 11 we deduce the existence of b G 1 such that for
 4Nall i g I s 1, . . . , N and n g N
y1 5 X 5 5 X 5b F S r S F b ,i < i <nq 1 n
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5 5 <  . <where f s sup f z and 9 denotes the derivative. Consequently onez g X
can verify that the bounded distortion property holds: that is, there is a
constant a G 1 such that for all i g I and all x, y g X`
y1 5 X 5 5 X 5a S d x , y F d S x , S y F a S d x , y . 55 .  .  .  .  . .i i i i
  .  .  . 4Let d s inf d y, z : y g S X , z g S X , i / j and observe that dmin i j min
 .) 0. As in the previous example we can define a natural bijective
  .4 `  .projection map p : I ª X by defining p i s F S X .ns1 i < n
We first verify quasi self-similarity from below. Fix x g X and 0 - r -
y1 y1  4  .a b d . Let i g I be such that x s lim S X and choose n suchmin nª` i < n
that
y1 y1 5 X 5 y1a b d F rr S - a d . 56 .min i < minn
 .  .First observe that 55 and 56 imply that if i / j then
y1 5 X 5d S S X , S S X G a S d S X , S X ) r .  .  .  . .  .  . /i < i i < j i < i jn n n
 .  .  < .and so B x, r ; S . Hence if y g B x, r then y s p i j for somenq1i < nq 1
 . y1 <j g I. Thus define f : B x, r ª X by f s S which then impliesB x, r .i < n
 .  .  .that f y s p i j . Now fix z g B x, r and 0 - s - r such thatnq1
 .  .  .  .B z, s ; B x, r . If d z, y F s then 55 implies that
5 X 5y1 y1d f z , f y F a S d S f z , S f y F d sr .  .  .  . .  .  . .i < i < i < minn n n
 .   . .   . .and hence fB z, s ; B f z , d srr . Similarly, if d f z , z Fmin
y2 y1  .a b d srr then 55 implies thatmin
5 X 5d S f z , S z F a S d f z , z F s .  .  . .  . .i < i < i <n n n
 .  .   . y2 y1 .  .and hence S z g B z, s and so B f z , a b d srr ; fB z, si < minn
 .  .verifying 4 . For the measure inequality 5 one performs a similar
 .analysis working with cylinder sets as in the last example and using 54
 .together with the disjointness of the S X .i
Quasi self-similarity from above may be verified in a similar way.
We deduce, as with the previous example, the following result.
q  . q  . q  .COROLLARY 4.3. For all q g R, dim X s dim X s Dim Xm mmq q .  .  ..s Dim X and for s s dim X s b qmm
0 - H q , s X F P q , s X - `. .  .m , 0 m , 0
 .  .Moreo¨er for a g a , a if b q is differentiable at the point q whichmin max
 .minimises a q q b q then
lim dim x g X : a y s F a x F a x F a q s .  . 4s ª 0 m m
s b* a . .5lim Dim x g X : a y s F a x F a x F a q s .  . 4s ª 0 m m
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5. CONCLUSION
There are several obvious directions for future work. In the paper of
w xFalconer 4 the definition of quasi self-similarity from below of a set E
was given as: there exist a, l ) 0 and an integer m such that for any set0
 . mF ; E with diam F - l there are sets F with F ; D F and map-0 j js1 j
 .  .pings f : F ª E j s 1, . . . , m such that for x, y g F , ad x, y Fj j j
 .   .  ..diam F d f x , f y . This was sufficient to ensure that sets whichj j
satisfied an appropriate version of the open set condition also satisfied his
definition of quasi self-similarity from below. We have not proposed such a
variant here, mainly because of technical problems associated with the
 .requirement that generalised Hausdorff or packing measure be defined
through coverings by balls. It seems likely that with some extra work the
results presented here may be extended to include classes of measures
which satisfy an open set condition.
A careful reading of the proofs presented here shows that several partial
results may still be obtained if we weaken the hypotheses in our proposi-
tions. In particular, the requirement that m satisfies the global doubling
 . q, t q, tcondition 6 is only used when either examining the behaviour of H , Pm m
for positive q for deducing equality of all dimension functions when m is
quasi self-similar from above.
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